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Looking for an easier, less stressful way to remove Bruxzir crowns. n

Don’t place them ... sorry couldn’t resist. The profession really needs to evaluate what we are 
doing with restorative materials that make retreatment so difficult. n

Guys, it’s really not that hard. Honest. You want to use a fine diamond, red stripe. It’s coun-
terintuitive but that’s what to use. Make a slot with that then use a Hu-Friedy crown remover. 
Do not use any kind of a coarse diamond. Just doesn’t work. n

Fine diamond. Not that hard. Would prefer taking off Luted Zirconia versus bonded e.max 
every day. n

Fine diamond. Up buccal and across the occlusal with lots of water and then crown spreader. 
Easier than e.max in my opinion. n

Bonded e.max is the worst. It’s like cutting a new crown prep out of lithium disilicate.  That 
is really hellish. n

Coarse diamond is fine to use, it will become a fine diamond about five seconds after drilling 
on that zirconia. I’ve only had to cut off one zirconia crown so far. I think I did use a fine 
diamond actually. Split it off very easily after cutting a groove from B to O.  

Had to replace what I believe was a Procera crown the other day (I don’t know ... it was 
about a 10–12-year-old porcelain crown, so I’m guessing). Holy crap. Went through three coarse 
diamonds, basically had to “prep” the crown off. Loads of fun. n

Bigger question is: Aren’t these being used to resist fracture and thus lowering the incidence 
of having to remove them? n

I haven’t seen a chipped zirc crown yet. Now PFMs? I’ve seen a bunch! n

The good part about them is they don’t bond. Personally, I find it much harder removing a well 
bonded e.max crown. Of course, plenty of e.max crowns aren’t properly bonded in the first place. n

Removal of Bruxzir Crowns
When it comes to decrowning teeth, some methods prove fruitful, 

while others are a royal pain. Read how Townies tackle it
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They still decay ... most likely due to poor isolation technique when luting, especially with 
resin based cement. n

Zirconia crowns are awesome. Starting to believe it’s the best material we have for single 
units. Fine diamond to remove. Crown remover cracks it. Easier then PFM. n

Then why are removing them? They haven’t been available that long. n

I remove a handful of year from recurrent decay that I didn’t place. I remove way more PFMs 
for the same reason. n

For the same reasons that hips and knee replacements are redone and plastic surgeries get 
modified. None of us hits 100 percent. As I’ve heard, “our Creator gives us our first round of 
teeth. We dentists take our best shot at the replacements.” n

True, but the shelf life of the average cast gold restoration seems to be a lot longer than 
zirconia ... Glidewell who claims to have been producing zirconia restorations the longest only 
started in 2009. n

Correction: Cast gold is the best. Zirc is second. n

We tested burs for cutting through zirconia.
[Editor’s note: View this video on the message board thread.]
When we tested them initially, the most efficient bur was a coarse bur from Komet (now 

called the 4ZR). We tested some more burs recently and found that the NeoDiamond 1116.8M 
from Microcopy cut equally as well. Both coarse burs caused chipping (so they wouldn’t be good 
for cutting access holes through zirconia crowns—and then it would be preferable to use a fine 
diamond). No financial interest in either company (except we had several manufacturers donate 
burs for testing). n

Lane, I’m of the opinion that high caries risk/rate and poor diet/OH grossly trumps pros-
thetic material selection. Cast gold is always better, but a mouth on fire still destroys it. Do 
you disagree? n

True, but patients with burned down teeth don’t get crowns until get under control... n

Depends on what you mean by control. If I waited on ideal or great control for every patient 
I have in my blue-collar area to do a crown, I’d be waiting until St. Switherns day. n
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What’s the best way to do  
away with a crown? 
Search: “Bruxzir Crowns”
If there’s more than one way to skin a cat, there’s 
definitely more than one way to remove a crown. 
What’s yours? (We’re not talking about the cat.) Go to 
dentaltown.com and search the message boards for 
“Bruxzir Crowns”—this conversation will be one of the 
top results.

My crown fee has my BU 
built into it, since I BU all mu 
preps. In a high caries patient, I 
will do a clean out and fill it with my BU material and 
charge for that, and when I do the crown I deduct it 
from my fee. n

I get that. But here’s what 
I see a lot of. Upper premolar, 
MOD restoration, complete 
buccal cusp fracture, Lower molar, large restoration, 
complete buccal or lingual wall fracture. A build up, 
sit and wait just isn’t going to hold up in function. 
I understand the ideal, not always practical in the 
working-class insurance world. I’m not saying throw a 
crown on regardless the situation but some things just 
aren’t practical. n

You can remove them intact 
without damaging them using 
Fotona LightWalker laser. I 
hover over it with tipless handpiece for a few minutes 
until they come out. Depending on the thickness of 
crown and what not u can adjust setting of the ER-YAG 
wavelength. If you don’t need the crowns I guess using 
specialized burs may be another option. Good luck. n
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